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A little bit of history...

+Frank Verstraete!



  

Can do better now!
Anyon Wiki +
Mathematica package
In development



  

www.thphys.nuim.ie/AnyonWiki



  

The main feature of the Wiki at the moment

(Hopefully I can show this live)



  

(Not in this talk!)
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with multiplicity up to M-1.... 



  

MC^2
with multiplicity up to M-1.... 

Smarter, but still slow....



  

Still Searching for Fusion Rings – less cute(?) but actually faster and more flexible. 

First, break the permutation symmetry of the problem:

- Order the particles so selfdual ones come before non-selfdual ones and the nsd appear in pairs.
  (i.e. Fix the duality stucture – also good for implementing the pivotal identities (Nab

c=Nâc
b etc.)

- Order the selfdual and non-selfdual ptcls by the sum of the entries in their fusion matrices,
  
  So add these inequalities to the requirements on N:

Then run a backtracking algorithm filling in the constraints

(*)Find a constraint on N with the fewest possible number of variables. 
    Call the set of variables V1. 

    Find all constraints that depend only on the variables in V1 

    Call that set of equations C1  

(**) Assume all variables in V1 known and repeat (*) on the remaining variables and 

constraints to obtain  V2 and C2. 

Iterate to find more  Vi and Ci until all variable are exhausted. 

(***) Fill in variables like this: if you get all the way down you have a Fusion Ring

Note: 
- No need to fill in an entire N-matrix
- This will also work (better) with 
  extra constraints



Introduction to “FusionRings”, a Mathematica Package for Fusion Rings



  

Fusion rings found (so far)

Rank 2: ψ x ψ = 1+ n ψ 



Fusion Ring numbers by rank, multiplicity and number of non-self-dual particles

Rank 3: only Z3

Rank 4: single equation in 3 variables:
N(2,2,3)2+ N(2,3,3)2 =1 + N(2,3,3) + N(2,2,3) N(3,3,3)

Rank 5, mult 2: 
Representation ring of smallest odd order non-Abelian group.
Dimensions: {1,1,1,3,3} (order 21)



  

The “Million Dollar” Question:

Which of our rings correspond to fusion categories?

Or even complete Anyon Models (UBTCs) or TQFTs (MTCs)?
(These questions are easier to answer, in the negative at least)



  

Fusion Category Basics

Fusion/splitting histories correspond to bra/ket states in a Hilbert space, 
can build up multiparticle states, inner products, operators etc.

Recoupling, F-matrix / F-symbols – Associativity at the level of states. 
F-symbols fully determine the category. F-moves allow for reduction of diagrams

ab
cN

Dimensions of these
spaces:

Fusion rules:


c

ab
c cNba



  

The Pentagon Equations – Consistency condition for combining local F-moves

Can write down Pentagons knowing only the fusion rules, then try to solve for F-symbols.

We mostly assume fusion multiplicities are < 2 (''no multiplicities''), so no vertex labels. 
For this case we now have a solver that is in principle algorithmic, though with terrible scaling. 
(We are preparing to build a solver with multiplicities )



  

Properties of the pentagon and hexagon equations

 - Third order polynomial equations in many variables
 - Many more equations than variables: solutions do not always exist
●- “Gauge” freedom (basis choices) gives parameter families of equivalent 
   solutions

● Ocneanu rigidity: 
  only discrete solutions can exist modulo gauge freedom

● Once gauge freedom is fixed the equations can (in principle)
  be solved algorithmically, using Groebner bases (uses rigidity)
 
 - This scales very badly with the number of variables)
 - However, the number of variables can be drastically reduced by using that 
   many equations are linear in at least one variable 

Gauge fixing with good properties, solution of the pentagon/hexagon etc. for Multiplicity Free theories
was implemented in a Mathematica program starting 2005/6 (runs on laptop). 

However, problem with zero F-symbols... (next slide) 



  

Fixing the Gauge

Different choice of basis vectors in splitting spaces gauge transforms F and R

Can set                         by choice of one u, e.g.[Fdabc ]ef
'
=c≠0 ue

ab=
ud
af
uf
bc [Fd

abc ]
ud
ec
c

Basic Idea

Now eliminate u from the equations for the F', choose a different F-symbol and repeat.
Iterate until all u's are eliminated. 

Problem: What if  [Fd
abc ]ef=0 ? (...next slide!)

Note: This is -much- more complicated with multiplicities



 

Gauge Fixing Tambara-Yamagami theories



  

TY Solution in that gauge

Note: G must be Abelian



  

Finding zero F-symbols

Old trick: Can actually find absolute values of the F-symbols in many small examples, 
using unitarity and sum-free
pentagon equations
(sum over h has one term)

Now can set F'=|F| during gauge fixing procedure (i.e. c=|F|).

Then the resulting gauge has good properties
●  If F-matrices can be unitary, they will be
●  If F-matrices can be real, they will be

Unfortunately, this trick does not always work (can't always fix |F|s). 
Now have new code that finds a finite number of sets of F-symbols which might be zero (can say more). 
Then we try solving with each possible set equal to zero. 
The new code is algorithmic (but can be slow) and no longer uses unitarity.  



  

Excluding existence of Modular/Braided/just tensor categories

Modular Tensor Categories have a modular S matrix which 
- simultaneously diagonalizes the fusion matrices
- is symmetric and unitary
- satisfies S2=C (charge conjugation, so S4=1)

Also, there is a diagonal T-matrix with (ST)3=S2 (we ignore this here)

It's easy to check if such a matrix exists for any set of fusion rules. 
   - Find the fusion characters 
     (diagonalize a random linear combination of the fusion matrices)
   - Reorder and renormalize them in all possible orders
   - See if one of the orders satisfies the requirements on S above

Non-Modular, but still Braided Tensor Cats
  - must have a symmetric subcategory (“transparent objects”, Mueger!)
  - such symmetric cats are representation cats of finite groups (Dopplicher-Roberts)

We can easily identify absence of subrings which are representation rings of groups
(Then not braided, if not modular)    

Obstructions to just tensor cat-structure also in recent work of Liu/Palcoux/Wu

Without directly attacking the pentagon etc.



  

Numbers of Rings with S-matrices, by multiplicity, rank and number of non-self-duals

Multiplicity free

M=2

M=3

There are cases where S exists, but there is no MTC

- Some trivial (rank 2, most of the others)

- Some less trivial (next slide.....)



  

“Pseudo-Modular” Tensor Categories?  

“S-matrix”:

A section from my 2006/7 notes:



118 non-Abelian Fusion Rings (so far)



  

Rank 6 non-Abelian Fusion Rings

Multiplicity free:

- We have the smallest non-Abelian group D3 (or S3)

- The Haagerup-Izumi theory HI(Z3), fusion rules:

 

With multiplicity:

- simple generalizations of Haagerup, with n times (psi[3]+psi[4]+psi[5]) 

Four others without subgroups, one of them particularly interesting at multiplicity two... (next slide)

Note: All other non-Abelian rings we have found (at rank>6) have a group as a subring



  

The rank 6 Fusion Hecke algebra at multiplicity 2

Q: Does anyone already know if there is a corresponding fusion category?



  

The rank 7 non-Abelian Fusion Rings 

Quantum dimensions of all 20 rings below

TY(D3)
Fib(D3)
...
All have Z3

not cat



  

A nice class of Fusion Rings (many non-Abelian, at least some cats)

Let G be a finite group,  H a normal subgroup of G.

We take simple objects labeled by the elements g of G 

With g1 x g2 = g1 . g2

These act on a single orbit of further objects, labeled by elements of G/H
There are |G|/|H| of these, notated as gH 
(g is some element of the coset gH).

We have a further element g0H of G/H and an automorphism 
A: G/H → G/H,satisfying

A(g0H)=g0H

A-1(gH) = (g0H)-1 A(gH) g0H

We then define:

g1 x g2 = g1 . g2  (as before)

g1 x g2H= (g1.g2)H

g1H x g2 = g1H . A(g2 H)

g1H x g2H = L (g1H . A(g2H) . g0H) sum_{h in H} h

Where L(gH) is an arbitrary element of the coset gH inside G. 
(the choice of lift into G doesn't matter)

This captures many of the 
Non-Abelian rank 8 theories
(with G=D3, H=Z3)



 

Computer Solutions of a non-Abelian fusion category based on D3, with two non-group objects 

From prev slide:

G=D3, H=Z3, A=Id, g0H = H

Easily solved by computer

16 unitary solutions up to gauge

(some probably equivalent under
Fusion automorphism)

Expect to have Full Analytic solution soon :)
(Similar to solving Tambara-Yamagami) 



  

Outlook/Wishlist

- Publish current data, make software version 0.1 available.
Practical Issue: Make the Wiki work properly (pictures, file upload etc.)

- Include category information (F-symbols, R-symbols) in the database and tools

- Generate category information where not known using pentagon/hexagon solver
Generalize the solver to deal with multiplicities!

- Find “Natural” constructions of the various non-Abelian Fusion Rings 
e.g. as boundary theories

- Implement “standard” constructions in Mathematica package, 
e.g. Drinfeld Center/Double, Anyon Condensation...

- Implement diagram reduction, ... quantities for physics modeling

- Look at various other classes of objects 
 higher cats?

- Referencing (ouch!), 
- Interface with other software 

(GAP, Kac), databases (nLab, VOA catalogue)...

- Get community involved :) → Thanks for listening!



  

Multiplicity Free Fusion Rings 
up to rank 6

(Known) MTCs above the lines


